Coalition America Continues to see Significant Growth in EDI Connectivity with its Clients

Atlanta, GA, December 9, 2005... Coalition America, Inc. (CAI), the leader in medical claim savings, has seen continued significant growth in EDI connectivity with its clients in 2005.

“At the end of 2004 we were connected with approximately 40 clients and received nearly 80% of our claim volume through some form of electronic data interchange (EDI)” said Fred Christian, Chief Information Office. “As of the end of 2005 we have experienced an increase in EDI transmitted claims to nearly 90% through 63 clients. This continued rapid growth is a result of the payors’ mounting interest in technology that can streamline their repricing and adjudication processes, and the fact that CAI offers multiple solutions including HIPAA compliant formats, proprietary formats, and paperless solutions,” said Christian.

An increasing number of the EDI connections are being facilitated through strategic relationships with adjudication software companies. These organizations have created modifications to enhance EDI connectivity to CAI, including Acclamation Systems (LuminX), Advanced Medical Pricing Solutions and Eldorado Computing, Inc., Hi-Tech Health, TriZetto and WLT Software.
About CAI

Coalition America, Inc. (CAI) is the leader in medical claim savings utilizing proprietary technology, PPOs (preferred provider organizations) and negotiations to deliver significant discounts on group health and workers’ compensation medical bills. Clients interface with CAI through HIPAA compliant EDI (electronic data interchange) or the Internet to reprice in-network and out-of-network medical claims. CAI generates significant savings through the integration of Primary PPOs, Wrap PPOs, Supplemental PPOs, and direct provider negotiations.

The Atlanta-based healthcare savings company directly services over 300 clients representing more than 12,000 businesses nationwide, offering a one-stop solution for discounting medical bills while reducing administrative costs through technology. **CAI has saved its clients nearly one billion dollars since its inception in 1995.**

For more information about Coalition America please visit [www.coalitionamerica.com](http://www.coalitionamerica.com) or contact Libby Roper, Director of Marketing and Public Relations at 404-459-7201, ext. 5265 or [libbyroper@coalitionamerica.com](mailto:libbyroper@coalitionamerica.com)